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QUESTION 1

Cloud Kicks (CK) needs a new sales application. The administrator there is an application package on the
AppExchange and wants to begin testing it in a sandbox to see If it addresses CK\\'s needs. 

What are two considerations when installing a managed package in a sandbox? 

Choose 2 answers. 

A. Any metadata changes to the package have to be recreated in production. 

B. The installation link has to be modified to test.saiesiorcc.com. 

C. Install for Admins Only will be the only Install option available. 

D. The package will be removed any time the sandbox is refreshed. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks is Introducing a new shoe model and wants to advertise on TV, radio, print, and social under the banner of
a called New Runners. In addition, total statistics for this marketing effort need to be aggregated and visible. 

Which feature should the administrator use to implement this functionality? 

A. Junction object 

B. Parent campaign field 

C. Lookup relationship 

D. Master-detail relationship 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A sales manager would like to view a dashboard from the perspective of different users and switch between users
without editing the dashboard. How would an administrator enable this? 

A. Grant the sales manager the "Drag-and-Drop Dashboard Builder" permission. 

B. Create the dashboard as dynamic dashboard. 

C. Grant the sale manager the "Manage Dynamic Dashboards" permission. 

D. Grant the sales manager the "View My Teams Dashboards" permission. 

Correct Answer: BD 



 

QUESTION 4

You have to enable the Report Builder Upgrade first to use Scatter Charts. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Spring \\\'11 includes a managed version of Chatter Desktop for enterprise deployments, and administration controls for
controlling access to Chatter Desktop in your organization. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which Feature is not available in Salesforce.com? 

A. Profile based Login Hours 

B. Profile based Login IP Ranges 

C. Organization based Login Hours 

D. Organization based Login IP ranges 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which objects have built in import wizards? 

A. Accounts 

B. Contacts 

C. Leads 

D. Solutions 

E. Custom Objects 



Correct Answer: ABCDE 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which feature effectively allows you to "lock" the converted amount on closed opportunities? 

A. Locale 

B. Company Profile 

C. Multi-currency 

D. Advanced Currency Management 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers wants to increase the security of their org by requiring stricter user passwords. 

Which two of the following should an administrator configure? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Prevent common words 

B. Password different than username 

C. Minimum password length 

D. Password complexity requirement 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Northern Trail Outfitters has a web form for cases. 

If the case assignment rules inactive, who will be assigned ownership when the case is created? 

A. The system administrator will be assigned. 

B. A The default case owner will be assigned. 

C. The case will be assigned to a default case queue. 

D. The case will be assigned to the default workflow user. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Northern Trail Outfitters wants to initiate expense reports from Salesforce to the external HR system. This process
needs to be reviewed by managers and directors. 

Which two tools should an administrator configure? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Quick Action 

B. Approval Process 

C. Outbound Message 

D. Email Alert Action 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers has a private sharing model for Opportunities and uses Opportunity Teams. Criteria-based sharing
rules are not used. A sales rep at Universal Containers leaves the company and their user record is deactivated. The
rep is later rehired in the same rile. The Salesforce administrator activates the old user record. The user is added to the
same default Opportunity Teams, but is no longer able to see the same records the user worked on before leaving the
company. 

What is the likely cause? 

A. The records were manually shared with the user. 

B. The Stage of the Opportunity records was changed to Closed Lost. 

C. Permission sets were removed when the user was deactivated. 

D. The Record Type of the Opportunity records was changed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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